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ABSTRACT 
The addition of multimedia resources in educational activities is 
increasingly common in our daily lives.  In this paper we describe 
an experience of creation and publication of digital content using 
Web multiuser technology. Our intention is to run a participative 
design, which conceives the virtual environment as a space 
dedicated to the primary schools1, and whose construction and 
modeling involves the educators and children. This content 
participative design is a practice encouraged by educators and 
software engineers as a way to achieve success in applications 
development. Finally, we present the developed virtual space. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
K.3.1 [Computer and Uses in Education]: Collaborative 
learning, Distance learning. H.5.3 [Group and Organization 
Interfaces]: Web-based interaction. 

                                                                    
1 A Primary School is an institution where children receive the 

first stage of compulsory education. This term is used in the 
United Kingdom, India, Australia and New Zealand and in most 
publications of the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and 
Cultural Organization (UNESCO). Elementary School is the 
preferred term in North America while in Brazil, we call 
Schools of Fundamental Learning. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The use of media resources in Education has become increasingly 
frequent in the school context. The education agents (teachers and 
managers) cannot disregard the importance of the knowledge on 
technological tools and multimedia language for improving the 
teaching process. For this reason, a variety of digital resources are 
being increasingly incorporated into early Education. 

The experience presented in this article comes from a research 
developed in LAVID (Digital Video Applications Lab), called 
Edulivre project. This experience presents a shared multimedia 
space for primary school activities.  

In this paper we take as reference Piaget and Vigotsky ideas. We 
used a participative design approach as work methodology, in 
which educators and children were active on the modeling of the 
virtual environment and were responsible for producing the media 
content.  

This work involved two Brazilian primary schools: a public 
school and a private school of urban area of João Pessoa. João 
Pessoa is the capital of  Paraíba, a state of the northeast of Brazil. 
It comprises the first step of a larger project of our research group, 
which aims to achieve digital inclusion. We present an experience 
of use of a shared multimedia space, focusing different 
construction steps, highlighting the use of learning fundamentals 
in the multimedia space conception. As previously mentioned, we 
adopted a participative approach to our design process.  
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Several workshops were conducted aiming the environment 
modeling and content production. The experiment realized 
focused test-authorship with the use of digital technologies in 
Primary Education.  

The prototyping was produced with the participation of 
researchers, educators and students, who were invited to interact 
in a virtual environment designed to stimulate creative and 
communicative abilities.  

The workshops were held in order to digitalize the texts of 
children's stories – which they authored – as they were displayed 
through a multi dimensional virtual space. Visiting this space, the 
pupils can enjoy the productions of the other pupils and 
communicate with them. The virtual space uses a playful and 
dialogical language, important for learning and knowledge 
production.  

Furthermore, we analyzed the initial information concerning the 
initial experience held, where we can highlight the significant 
interaction of groups of pupils and teachers during the creation of 
texts and narratives. 

After the media production process, we had a collective and 
systematic study about the content and how it could help the 
dialogue between teachers and students. This study was developed 
through dialogue between researchers and teachers who work at 
the two schools. Initially, we discussed the teaching-learning 
process and the interactivity used in the experiment; then we 
discussed the practical experiment, focused in this article, 
presenting methodological aspects, the environment modeling and 
implementation details. Finally, we present our final 
considerations. 
 

2. LEARNING FUNDAMENTALS 
The fact that some of our social experiences are now being 
conducted throught network technologies is modifying our 
cognitive capacities. Reasoning, memory, capacity of mental 
representation and perception are being constantly modified by 
the contact with the devices and technologies involved on the 
process. This is the understanding that guided the theoretical 
beddings in which this experience was based. Two basic questions 
worked out as support: the point of the constructivist learning and 
the use of computer as pedagogical support. 

According to Valente [1], computer has been used in education 
for teaching computer science as for teaching any other content. 
The computer may be used in order to allow pupils to have access 
to acquire a larger volume of information than compared with 
other medias.  

However, many studies show that the used pedagogical boarding 
for this process is varied, due to the theoretical perspectives on 
which they are lean. Valentine still emphasizes that technology is 
a resource that helps to improve the learning process of education 
when, in the process, the pupil becomes the focus of the learning, 
acting as constructor of the new knowledge [1].  

The evolution of the digital technologies have provoked great 
social impacts, in special the computer science and the 
telecommunications, called for the philosopher Pierre Lévy of 
technologies of the knowledge. This process establishes new 
paradigms for the acquisition of the knowledge how much for the 
formation of basic abilities and the constitution of knowing to 
them [2]. 

Currently there are many and diverse theories that are parameters 
for the reflection on the importance of the technologies in the 
social learning. Among the main boarding used for the analysis of 
the pedagogical implications of the usage of computational tools 
in the education, is the Interactionist boarding of the knowledge 
construction.  

For the developed experience, this boarding was chosen in 
function of the necessity of understanding the role of the teacher 
as easy-agent in the interaction among the pupil and the 
knowledge object.  

Our collective discussion passed, then, to turn around the 
perspectives elaboration of a structure of open interaction and that 
it evolved for the proposal of an interface presented in the 
following subs-section of this article. 

Piaget and Vygotsky, considered the main exponents of the 
boarding constructivist and Interactionist, when of the debate on 
the learning of contents in the domains of the human activity and, 
in particular, the pertaining to school activities, they argue that the 
central question is about the possibility of the children and the 
young to participate actively of the construction of the contents of 
its learning [3], [4]. 

Piaget conceives that no knowledge acquired through the 
perception is a simple copy of the Real. The knowledge is, in the 
truth, the product of an interaction between the subjects and the 
object that carries the knowledge. As long as the subjects acts and 
manipulates the object, it is probable that his or her capacity to 
know evolves, while it produces the proper knowledge [4]. 

Kammi [5], when studying the Piaget's constructivism, we 
observe that one of the most important activities in the learning 
processis to stimulate the individual discovery, which requires 
that the speed and the manner that the pupils constructs the 
knowledge cannot be strictly defined.  

Thus, the use of the technology in the Education may expand 
learning forms, allowing multiple methods to search for 
information and to construct more adaptable knowledge to the 
cognitive characteristics of the educative subjects. Therefore, the 
Piaget's theory interests, particularly, to the contemporary study of 
Interactivity, and Education and computer-mediated interaction. 

Allied to this, the constructivism social-Interactionist [3] 
presented by Vygotsky enriches the debate when he reflects on a 
basic question for the education mediated for the technologies of 
the information and communication: the focus in the interaction 
between the participants of a communicative process (teach-
learning), and complements what Piaget  called “pure-
constructivism”, where the learning occurs in an individual form.  

From the perspective of social-Interactionist, all the learning 
process is directly related to the interaction of the participants 
with the external environment, taking in consideration not only 
the objects, but all subjects involved. 

In this context, the technology, when extending the space of the 
education through virtual spaces, is surely an alternative way to 
establish the communication between students and educators. Its 
use can be extended through the Internet,  can be understood as a 
foundation for cultural expression of the Society. Since it provides 
horizontal communication, it allows the subjects of the 
communication to interact, which may increase their visibility 
through the interchange of contents and knowledge sharing. 
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In this work, we adopt the principles of the boarding social-
Interactionist, according to which educators and pupils are 
involved in the construction of a common object of learning to be 
used by the pupils.  

Moreover, we explore the question of the interaction and the 
contribution through the interactive tool rack offered by the 
considered environment.  

The exploration of the interactivity for the facilitation and 
stimulation of the educational activity is another important aspect 
of this work. For Lévy, the primordial characteristic of the 
Interactivity is that it increases the possibilities to transform the 
involved subjects, and it is now amplified due to the fast evolution 
of the digital media [2]. 

The forms and ways that propitiate the Interactivity are arise from 
the human necessity for communication and the construction and 
interchange of knowledge. The Interactivity is based on a mental, 
symbolic and imaginary order, that structure the proper relation of 
the man with the world. In this context, to limit the interaction on 
a technological aspect, in any interactive situation, is to disdain 
the complexity of the process of computer-mediated interaction. 
 

3. PRACTICAL EXPERIMENT 
The experiment was conducted as practical series of workshops 
which we called "Cantos & Contos" (songs and stories). "Cantos 
& Contos" generated a differentiated virtual environment for the 
development of children's skills in individual and collaborative 
modes. The individual way means that children work their own 
intellectual authorship capacity by using reading and drawing 
abilities.  

At the other hand, the collaborative way is responsible for inviting 
children for trying the interactive and communicative features. 
The children can access works published by their own colleagues, 
and are able to comment and evaluate them, and also exchange 
messages by using communication tools. 

The proposed environment refers to a playful atmosphere where 
learning occurs as a child joke. Each child is represented by a 
digital identity (avatar). Avatars make the interaction more natural 
and playful. The intention is to create an educational space to 
encourage good practices in reading and hearing. In Brazil we 
have serious problems in the public Education system, especially 
in elementary school.  

Brazilian rates of children illiteracy are high and, many times, 
children in elementary school are still technically illiterate. So we 
are trying to provide a virtual space for helping children in 
learning activities applied to reading and hearing in elementary 
school.  

In [9] we observed that, for most elementary school pupils of the 
public system, the preference for computer leads to playing, 
writing and drawing. This research also motivated us to work with 
a playful interface, as a game-based environment, and that 
stimulates the activities of writing and communicating.  

Another important aspect of this project is the usage of free 
software. That deals with digital inclusion and knowledge 
socialization. Moreover, a dynamic and attractive virtual 
environment can be a motivation for pupils in the classroom, or 
even at home. 

 

3.1 Methodology 
This work methodology was oriented by meetings and workshops 
as shown in Figure 1. Through this schematic view we can see the 
five main stages, and the people involved at each stage: teachers, 
analysts (software engineers and designers) and pupils.  

The environment modeling involved software engineers and the 
school teachers on a participative development cycle. The 
construction of the interface occurred through the production of 
sketches and brainstorms. Initially, an educational design was 
made, and then a first prototype was developed, evaluated and 
discussed. 

 

Figure 1. Methodology. 

 

In the first stage – the environment modeling – the focus was the 
design of rooms that make up the virtual environment. At this 
stage, the teacher has a key role – the definition of the thematic 
content and the use of the environment into the classroom.  

In our workshops we decided to work with textual-based 
materials, as stories, poetry, literature and narratives. We used 
some texts by authors recognized in the Brazilian literature, with 
the goal of encouraging students to the practice of reading.  

It is important to note that during this discussion, teachers were 
encouraged to plan the skill of their own virtual rooms. At that 
stage, educators and analysts (developers and designers) were 
involved. 

Once the themes were outlined by educators, they developed 
activities with the pupils, into the classrooms, aiming at 
stimulating the content production. After that, the content was 
addressed to a digital format. 

The preparations of the pupils happened inside the schools and 
during the classes of the disciplines chosen for participation on 
this work. The teachers prepared their pupils for reading texts and 
to illustrate them.  

The next stage – media acquiring – happened in both schools. 
Since the contents were already worked in classroom, the pupils 
were asked to read aloud the material they produced.  

The development of the virtual environment brought together the 
media generated in the previous stage. We constructed a 
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multimedia environment with texts, audio and illustrations 
generated by the pupils. Further details of this phase are described 
later. 

Finally, pupils were invited to interact with us again, to access and 
enjoy the developed virtual environment. Through a playful two-
dimensional interface, pupils were able to navigate the rooms of 
the virtual environment and listen, read and view the material that 
they helped to build.  

Additionally, pupils are able to communicate using the chat 
service. We have made this experience locally in chosen schools, 
but the material will be made available over the Internet to be 
used by the community. 
 

3.2 The Environment Design 
Taking as reference the theoretical contributions of Piaget and 
Vigotsky, we approach the organization of the environment 
virtual rooms. We maintained a correspondence between the 
reality defined by the educators and the virtuality modeled by the 
environment. In other words, we structured the virtual 
environment using the same hierarchy of the real environment.  
 

3.2.1 Conceptual Model 
As discussed bellow, the conceptual model for the shared 
multimedia space involved the whole school community and the 
software engineers. We worked with two schools: “Agostinho 
Fonseca Neto” school and “Geozinho” School. 

“Agostinho Fonseca Neto” is a public municipal school addressed 
in João Pessoa periphery. This school works with a different 
education strategy based on learning spaces which group pupils in 
disciplines. “Agostinho Fonseca Neto” is considered a model-
school. In this school, the adopted conceptual model leads with 
the reality. We worked with virtual spaces which represent the 
real ones. So that, each virtual room refers to a real school space. 
In “Agostinho Fonseca Neto” virtual space we worked with the 
following rooms: Science Room, Language Room and Literature 
Room. 

“Geozinho” is a private school addressed in João Pessoa. This 
school works with the traditional education system based in 
classes and series. In this school the conceptual model brought the 
truly classroom activities. We worked with the Writing teacher 
and used some activities of this discipline. Each virtual room 
represents a specific Writing activity: Literary Revenue, Literary 
Leaflet, Comics and Poems. 

After these decisions, “Agostinho Fonseca Neto” and “Geozinho” 
schools worked hard for preparing the content. The teachers 
developed activities for training children in reading. After that, we 
went to schools to proceed media acquiring with the generated 
audio , which was then coded and stored.  

For audio capturing we used a PC Core 2 Intel with Geforce 7400 
inside. We used the Nuendo software and microphones Shure 
SM58. For audio coding we used MP3 format. Figure 2 illustrates 
this experience into schools. 

Some pupils created their own illustrations for the texts, which 
were also incorporated to the virtual environment. One of the 
most interesting results of this phase was the involvement of 
everyone. At this step we tasted a truly experience of 
multidisciplinary and collaborative task discussed continuously. 

 

Figure 2. Workshop for audio acquiring held in “Agostinho 
Fonseca Neto” School. 

 

3.2.2 Navigation Model 
The navigation model is based in user choices: first of all the 
school, and then the desired discipline or activity, finally, the 
media space. The media space represents the pupil productions in 
a digital format. In Figure 3 we can see a representation of the 
organizational structure used for navigation. 

 

Figure 3. Navigation Structure. 

 

The first step for navigating our virtual environment is to access 
the project homepage where the two schools virtual environments 
are shown (See number “1” in Figure 3). Then we select the 
discipline or the activity that defines the chosen virtual room (See 
number “2” in Figure 3). For example, in “Agostinho Fonseca 
Neto” virtual environment the room options are: Sciences Room, 
Language Room and Literature Room.  

While in “Geozinho” school the rooms options are: Literary 
Revenue, Literary Leaflet, Comics and Poems. Finally, the shared 
media space is exhibited for the visitors. (See number “3” in 
Figure 3).  
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Into the shared media space, the visitors (pupil) can enjoy texts, 
audios and images. Additionally, visitors can comment and 
evaluate the displayed medias, and also instantly communicate 
with other visitors connected at the same time. We defined the 
type of navigation structure. It is divided in three levels: home 
(level 0), schools (level 1) and the virtual rooms (level 2). 
 

3.2.3 User Interface Design 
Another important feature is the user interface, especially when 
we are working with software for children. In other experiences 
[16], [19], [20] of designing user interfaces for children we can 
notice a common concern: how to adapt other design methods to 
develop software for children. 

In our experience we decided to bring some new ideas from 
Affective Computing [17]. Affective computing expands Human 
Computer Interaction (HCI) by including emotional 
communication together with appropriate means of handling 
affective information. 

 A good example of affective computing in practices is a system 
developed by Kathi Blocher [18]. This system aimed at helping 
young autistic children learn to associate emotions with 
expressions and with situations. Computers are helping them to 
communicate with non-autistics people by using game-based 
interfaces. 

In our point of view, these ideas are very useful for developing 
tools committed with social inclusion, where all children should 
feel part of a unique space, without differences.  

In Brazil, we have a great problem to accommodate differences 
between private and public schools. The current work shows great 
possibilities of the use of the computer for approximating pupils 
and teachers from different schools. 

But how to design affective user interfaces? 

Our interface proposal uses playful elements giving rise to “déjà 
vu” emotions. The virtual spaces seems to be done by children. To 
achieve that, the HTML interface brought day-by-day elements 
including a kid or a classmate.  

We intend that the child could see him or herself in our interface. 
The child interacts with the system by picking up one avatar that 
represent him or her into the virtual scene, and that they can 
communicate with the others pupils connected. 

Notice that we are working wïth children of the primary school 
with ages between 6 (six) and 9 (ten) years old. So, the chosen 
colors are important to call the children attention. We adopted a 
color pattern for the whole environment. In this experience we are 
working just with two-dimensional interface. 

Figure 4 and Figure 5 show screenshots of two virtual rooms. 
Figure 4 presents the “Science Space” virtual room. Those 
elements remember Science in the child world, and are used to 
transmit this idea.  

 

Figure 4. User Interface for the “Science Space” virtual room. 

 

In Figure 5 we can see the visual proposal for the Literary Leaflet 
virtual room. In both interfaces a child can be seen. The child 
seems to be of the same age of the pupils. Note that the elements 
of the child world are represented in colors, in the illustrations and 
in the letters format.  

 

Figure 5. User Interface for Literary Leaflet virtual room. 

 

3.2.4 Functional Features 
After chosen a virtual room, the shared space is exhibited. The 
functional features of the shared space are: 

a. Media Visualization 
b. Media Exhibition  
c. User Perception 
d. User Movement 
e. Communication 
f. Evaluation Mechanism 

In Figure 7, the number (1) shows the media visualization 
mechanisms adopted.  Note that we used a visual widget in order 
to represent the media space. When the user gets nearby the 
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widget, he or she can hear the associated sound. When the user 
gets distant he or she can’t hear the media anymore. It seems like 
an acoustic cone. 

In this experience media exhibition is totally based in acoustic 
spaces. So, we used the native audio player to play the audio 
stream to the users. 

Users’ perception mechanisms are very important is this kind of 
experimentation. Otherwise, we would not explore the 
potentialities of this feature at all. We are using a scheme based in 
four avatars, pre-defined by the system.  

In future works we encourage the development of an avatar 
personalization tool that could be used for capturing user humor 
or user emotional features. Figure 6,  number 3, illustrates an 
avatar used in this experience. 

In a dynamic environment, to provide user movement facilities is 
essential. In our case, providing a simple way to get it is very 
important, too. Our avatar can walk in the environment rooms just 
by using the navigational widgets. 

Communication features are especially important for collaborative 
environments. In our case, we are adopting a text-based 
communication tool for improve a chat with users. By using the 
chat, users can communicate with each other. Figure 6, number 1 
illustrates the messages area and Figure 6, number 2, shows the 
list of connected users. 

Figure 7, number 2, illustrates the evaluation mechanism offered 
to users to evaluate the works they visited. It is an important 
feedback to us. Using this mechanism can be useful to observe the 
top visited works. In future works we pretend to develop other 
mechanisms aimed at evaluating user satisfaction.  

 

 

Figure 6. Internal view of the shared media space. In (1) the 
messages space, in (2) the users connected representation (1D) 

and in (3) the digital identity for users: avatar (2D). 

 

 

Figure 7. Internal view of the shared media space. In (1) the 
media representation and in (2) the visual evaluation 

mechanism. 
 

3.3 Implementation Details 
The first virtual environment implemented by our research group 
was ICSpace (Internet Cultural Space) [14], whose proposal is to 
offer to artists a democratic environment for the dissemination 
and exhibition their work.  

An innovation in ICSpace was the creation of “Festival Garagem” 
(Garage band festival), which employed ICSpace basic 
characteristics and added new features, including the interception.  

The interception feature allows users to connect to different 
environment dimensions (1D, 2D and 3D) in order to share the 
same virtual space [14]. In other words, a user connected in 1D 
dimension could note and communicate to another user connected 
in a 2D dimension.  

It is important to note that the “Festival Garagem” environment is 
not limited to a display tool, but it can also be used for promoting 
interaction between visitors and authors. Visitors are represented 
by perception mechanisms exploring the three dimensions options 
(1D, 2D and 3D). To make possible this kind of interaction among 
the users, we adopted an Interdimensional architecture [16] that 
can be used to build links between the different interfaces. 

The virtual environment presented in this paper adopted the 
technology infrastructure used in the “Festival Garagem” 
environment to promote an educational virtual environment. For 
this, we used the PercepCom system [15], which is a client-server 
application developed based on Java technology that can be used 
for creating and managing virtual worlds. The PercepCom server 
uses the C-N2N [15], which ensures a large amount of users 
connected simultaneously in the environment. 

However, we used in this experiment only the 2D interface as 
shown in Figure.3. Figure 8 shows the main architectural 
components: ApplicationServer, GroupServer, SlaveServer and 
Client2D. The ApplicationServer guarantees that a massive 
amount of users can be connected in the environment at the same 
time.  
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The GroupServer receives messages from the SlaveServer. When 
a message coming from a client arrives on the SlaveServer, it is 
sent to the GroupServer. The GroupServer sends this message to 
all SlaveServers attached to it. When the message arrives on a 
SlaveServer which is attached to a destination client, the three 
kinds of clients of the PercepCom connected to a server from the 
H-N2N. Attached to this server we include a component that 
translates the messages to adequate them for the corresponding 
client interfaces, in our case the PercepCom2D for bi-dimensional 
clients (Client2D). 

 

Figure 8. Server Architecture. 
 

4. DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS AND 
FUTURE WORK 

The creation process of the presented experience was very 
important for consolidating our interdisciplinary group. During 
this experience each one could contribute with their expertise. It 
brought significant benefits for the final product – the virtual 
environment.  

During the experience we adopted a participative design 
where pupils, teachers, researchers and the technical team built 
together an experience that allows some reflection about the 
importance of multimedia in Education. The preliminary results 
allow us to point out that the enhancement of pupils and teachers 
knowledge is essential to building a more dynamic and innovative 
knowledge. 

The most important contribution of this work is to enable the 
scaling of the rich possibilities of the use of virtual environments 
for learning spaces. In this experience we are seeing learning 
spaces as shared and exchange knowledge spaces based in 
interactivity. This view enables autonomy and cooperation 
between pupils and teachers. 

Another important point to emphasize is the digital inclusion 
as an element of structuring innovative ways of learning. 
Following these ways pupils can construct their own educational 
process by planning paths and their own learning stories. 

The technology, as a human production articulated with 
social needs, initiates educational processes for creating cultural 
strategies. The diversity of perspectives brought by children from 
different social realities (public and private school) shows to us 

that the multimedia technology can break spatial cognitive 
borders.  

The use of shared multimedia spaces allows workshops and 
exchanges outside the physical space of classrooms. This fact 
brings together people and experiences and draws the outlines of a 
free Society able to produce, write and learn new stories. 
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